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Reimagine
To reimagine a space is to initiate a

conversation between its users.
It opens up possibilities to decolonize 

the space’s status quo, thus making
it accessible for people who have 

lacked access to it previously.



Through a sequence of
experimental workshops
held at the Royal Institute
of Art, we formed and tested a 
methodology to reimagine spaces 
through collective desires.
Being influenced by the working 
methods of Kulturkampanjen, the 
organization behind Cyklopen, who 
rely on open and participatory 
ways of working, we also aimed to 
challenge hierarchies and to blur 
the lines between creators and 
audience.





During the trial workshops, we aimed to identify 

in-between spaces with potential for connecting 

people and create an active commons, but which 

failed to do so in their current use. Such as

Mellanrummet, a white box gallery space

between degree students and the faculty

and post-master students at the

Royal Institute of Art.



Thinking about Mejan in relation with Cyklopen —what it 
is, what it means, and how to engage with the place— we 
noted that the latter reflects many of our analysis and 
questions onto space we regularly inhabited. Comparing 
these two places, how their organization structures dif-
fer? Looking at these differences, how that change the 
conditions and contexts of the knowledge produced? 
Where Cyklopen is essentially an open box —both formal-
ly and metaphorically— Mejan is a closed studio.



Upon thinking about collectivity, collective knowledge 
production and its collection, our position at Mejan felt 
like a barrier. Here most of the work is undertaken be-
hind closed doors; so in this context, how could a collec-
tive process be frosted? What’s need to be challenged, 
channelled, and changed in such an environment to cre-
ate new conditions? How could our research into Cyk-
lopen be reflected onto Mejan to modify its pre-existing 
conditions?
Identifying spatial divides within the school, we pon-
dered ways to make them visible and to challenge them 
momentarily. With the architecture/post-masters de-
partment located behind closed and locked doors —on 
one side of a large atrium’s void— and the art studios be-
hind closed doors within long corridors on the opposite 
side, how spaces in between these two areas could be ac-
tivated to foster a form of temporary collectivity?



A temporary collective was formed, together with the participants of each workshop, to discuss and create a common space.

Starting with simple questions we aimed to collect individual points of view which would later form a base for a “collective desire”.



what is missing 

from this space?

what is your

experience of it?









We tried to create a fruitful ground to an open and non-hierarchical process of forming the space, by reimagining individual desires to a collective desire through group discussions and mind-mapping.
Each intervention was left to continue its course,creating possibilities for future use.Anybody, passing by the space, was invited tocontinue the spatial conversation by leaving their traces.



Procedure

1) Start with serving lunch — Food as collective act/

catalyst. Lentil soup and bread.

2) Self-confession — Collecting individual/collective 

desires. Discussion in smaller groups.

3) Processing the desires — Discussion about tracing.

Reimagining through different media: drawing, 

image, writing.

Individual Desire
(What do you like)

- Security

- Be private &
collective

- Purpose - something 
happening

- Social mediations
- Variety

When is ok to talk
with strangers?

- Different cultural 
codes

- Architectural
configuration

- Different identities 
within the same
context

- Take initiative for
creating collective 
vibe

- Shared experience

Needed?

- Configuration of life
- Context of school
- Context of private life

Collective Desire
(Absence)

WHAT?

QUEERSPACES

Degrees Postmasters
(limited time)Mindepartementet

Space to support 
collectivity

Chance encounters

Atmosphere
+ Rules

alcohol as barrier?

Ghost school
(individuality
in art schools)

no open classrooms

Feeling of being
watched in Mellanrum
Seriousness ofthe white cube

Trans people
feel a collective desire

to not being misgendered

Attitude Towards 
Space-making

Courses’ structure 
keeps separate

Safe Spaces
• Clubs
• Parties
• Collectives
• Cyklopen

Decolonizing
Mejan

Workshop



Questions to be unpacked

• What are our collective desires, and how can we 

actively change our environments through desiring 

collectively? 

• How do we shape the entity of the institution 

through our collective desire?

• What is the transformative potential of collective 

desires, in regards to our social and political spaces?

• How can we learn to desire collectively?

• How can we leave this energy alive? (Discussion 

about tracing)



• Situated Knowledge
• Forming Collective
• Self-Confession / Sharing
• Blur producer & audience

• Site

• Materialization of social/
common structure

• Traces (proactive)

• Question of goal
(what’s absent?)

• Temporary common
• Negotiation

(spatial/social)
to create the dynamic of 
social relation

Methodology



“A logical chain of events” — Alejandro Haiek.

Refers to actions that may materialise as a building, but which 

initially serve to empowers communities and allow them to 

generate cultural activities, establish a relationship with the 

landscape and create social associations and networks that 

prove much more important than the infrastructure of a 

building. Build human relations more then actual buildings.

• Consolidation/Solidify/
Permanentize/
Conservation 
“Permification”
Vestàtigung

• Reimagine future to come
• Spatial imprint

Methodology



The workshops at the Royal Institute of Art were 

part of an ongoing discussion about the division of 

space at the school and managed to start a spatial 

negotiation as well.



There was a barrier to acting autonomously 
within the workshops, which presents the 
question of how to form a collective process and 
encourage people to actively work together. If a 
facilitator is expected to lead a transformation, 
could there be a way of eliminating this role in 
the pursuit of levelling hierarchies?
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